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Abstract— Small-cell aided ultra-dense networks (UDNs) con-
stitute an efficient solution to the ever-increasing thirst for more
data. Thanks to the vast untapped high-frequency spectrum of
visible light, visible light communications (VLCs) are a natural
candidate for UDN. In this paper, layered asymmetrically clipped
optical OFDM (LACO-OFDM) aided ultra-dense VLC (UD-
VLC) is investigated in terms of its user association, multiple
access (MA), and resource allocation. To handle the severe
inter-cell interference (ICI) amongst the densely deployed access
points, we propose a novel overlapped clustering technique
relying on a hybrid non-orthogonal MA and orthogonal MA
scheme for enhancing the performance, with the aid of our
dynamic resource allocation conceived. Our simulations show
that the proposed LACO-OFDM aided UD-VLC using our hybrid
MA scheme is more robust against the ICI, at a price of modestly
decreasing the sum throughput.

Index Terms— Ultra-dense network (UDN), visible light com-
munications (VLC), multiple access (MA), non-orthogonal mul-
tiple access (NOMA), resource allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE number of connected devices is envisioned to be
about 8.6 Billion by 2020, which results in the escalation

of tele-traffic [1]. Given this challenge, both academia and
industry have invested substantial efforts into exploring the
barely tapped higher-frequency spectrum, such as the vis-
ible light spectrum [2]. According to the Friis free space
equation, higher frequencies however suffer from a higher
propagation path loss [3]. Hence, small cell based network
design is put forward for 5G and beyond to compensate
for the path loss, leading to the ultra-dense network (UDN)
concept [4]–[6]. By densely deploying the access points (APs)
having a lower power and coverage, the UDN concept is
capable of increasing the capacity by enabling light-of-sight
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(LoS) transmissions [7]. However, due to the short distances
between the APs, the interference emanating from neighboring
APs makes efficient interference management a crucial issue
in UDNs.

As a promising potential next-generation technique, visible
light communication (VLC) has attracted substantial interests
due to its high-rate wireless connectivity [8]. Due to its
predominantly LoS propagation characteristics, VLC provides
an efficient connectivity option for UDN [9]. By modulating
the intensity of light emitting diodes (LED) above the fusion-
frequency of the human eye, VLC is capable of simultane-
ous communication and illumination [10]. Moreover, visible
light cannot propagate through walls, which creates a secure
communication environment [11]. Based on this, our paper
is focused on an ultra-dense VLC (UD-VLC) multi-user sce-
nario, with an emphasis on access management, interference
control and resource allocation.

A. Related Literature
For point-to-point transmission in VLC, besides the classic

asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM) and
DC-biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM), more advanced
modulations have been proposed. To elaborate, asymmet-
rically clipped DC biased OFDM (ADO-OFDM) applies
ACO-OFDM to the odd-indexed subcarriers, whilst the even-
indexed subcarriers transmit DCO-OFDM [12], which still
requires DC bias. In the hybrid ACO-OFDM (HACO-OFDM),
ACO-OFDM is transmitted on the odd-indexed subcarriers,
further combined with pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete
multitone (PAM-DMT) on the even-indexed subcarriers with
only the imaginary part being modulated [13], while the
real part of the even subcarriers still remains untapped.
By contrast, layered ACO-OFDM (LACO-OFDM) improves
the ACO-OFDM by actively employing more subcarriers in
a layer-based manner, hence attaining a higher rate than
ACO-OFDM, despite requiring a lower power than DCO-
OFDM [14]. To reduce the peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR) of LACO-OFDM, a tone-injection aided PAPR reduc-
tion design was proposed in [15], while an interleaved discrete-
Fourier-transform-spread L/e-ACO-OFDM (IDFTS-L/e-ACO)
scheme was advocated in [16]. To improve the performance
of LACO-OFDM, a two-stage receiver design was conceived
in [17], where soft successive interference cancellation (SIC)
was invoked at the first stage for suppressing the inter-
layer interference (ILI), while the clipping noise was han-
dled at the second stage for suppressing the additive noise.
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Furthermore, a multi-class channel coding scheme was pro-
posed for LACO-OFDM in [18], where a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) gain of 3.6 dB was attained.

When designing UD-VLC networks, the association
between the user equipment (UE) and APs plays a crucial
role. In conventional networks, the association is generally
implemented based on the highest signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR), but this one-to-one association was deemed
to be inefficient [19]. Given the large number of APs in
UDNs, Kamel et al. [6] proposed a one-to-many association,
where the UE is capable of connecting to more than one
AP. However, the inter-cell interference (ICI) constitutes a
bottleneck of this design. Furthermore, the many-to-many user-
centric association has been proposed in [20], where a group
of neighboring APs jointly form a larger cluster to support
multiple UEs. By invoking the transmit pre-coding (TPC)
techniques, it constitutes a multi-UE-multi-AP transmission,
which has been demonstrated to provide an improved band-
width efficiency [21]. Moreover, instead of simply focusing
on static environments, an anticipatory association has been
put forward by considering both the UE’s mobility and the
dynamically fluctuating wireless traffic [22].

As for the multi-user access, the most straightforward
arrangement is time division multiple access (TDMA), where
the APs offer access to their associated UEs in orthogonal time
slots. However, in UDN, TDMA may not work well, since
the number of UEs supported by a given AP may be high.
As a parallel development, non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) has drawn substantial attention [23]. In contrast
to orthogonal multiple access (OMA) techniques, NOMA
allows multiple UEs to access the network by multiplex-
ing them in the power domain, where SIC is applied at
the receiver side to separate the information of each indi-
vidual UE [24]. It is clearly beneficial that multiple UEs
are capable of simultaneously using the same time- and
spectral-slots. Marshoud et al. [25] analyzed the bit-error-rate
(BER) performance of NOMA-VLC under different channel
uncertainties, where the system model relied on a single
AP associated with fixed transmit power. Similarly, in single
AP deployment, Yin et al. [26] demonstrated that both the
coverage and ergodic sum rate of the NOMA technique
relying on user-pairing is better than that of OMA. To achieve
fairness, Yang et al. [27] proposed an optimal power alloca-
tion solution for maximizing the sum rate. However, these
studies ignored the ICI, which is unrealistic in UD-VLC
networks [28]. Given the propagation characteristics of VLC,
the ICI-level strongly depends on the LoS path, which is
detrimental [29].

B. Motivation and Contributions

Against this background, we are inspired to explore the
system’s performance when LACO-OFDM is invoked in our
UD-VLC network. Although TPC aided multi-AP-multi-UE
transmission is widely used in VLC network, TPC is incom-
patible with the SIC-aided demodulation of LACO-OFDM.
Therefore, a radical paradigm shift and a new system archi-
tecture is timely required in the LACO-OFDM aided UD-VLC

network. Motivated by it, a completely new clustering aided
MA design is conceived for the LACO-OFDM aided UD-VLC
network, where the resource allocation strategy is proposed for
dynamically exploiting the flexibility of the LACO-OFDM at
the system-level. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is
the first one intrinsically amalgamating LACO-OFDM with
our holistic VLC network design. The main contributions of
this paper are summarized as follows.

1) A Novel Clustering Strategy for LACO-OFDM Is Con-
ceived: Upon considering the commonly existed bidirectional
multi-cell connection in UD-VLC, a novel overlapped clus-
tering strategy relying on graph theory is proposed for our
LACO-OFDM aided UD-VLC network. Both the channel con-
ditions of the UEs and the transmission coverage of the APs
are considered, yielding a many-to-many association structure.
As demonstrated in our simulations, the proposed many-to-
many association outperforms the one-to-many association
both in terms of its throughput and outage probability (OP).

2) An Enhanced MA Technique Is Designed for LACO-
OFDM Aided UC-VLC Network: We found that although
the overlapping areas of several clusters relying on the pro-
posed many-to-many association have the potential of miti-
gating the ICI imposed by NOMA, the ICI imposed by the
densely deployed APs and UEs may still remain excessive.
To circumvent this problem, a hybrid NOMA and OMA
scheme is proposed, where TDMA-based scheduling and
graph-coloring based frequency reuse (FR) may be adaptively
invoked, depending on the specific scenarios encountered. Our
simulations indicate that the achievable throughput of LACO-
OFDM aided UD-VLC relying on the proposed MA design is
higher than that of the ACO/DCO-OFDM relying on merged-
cell construction. Furthermore, by invoking our hybrid NOMA
and OMA scheme, no limitation is imposed on the number
of simultaneously served UEs, which cannot be realized in
the conventional merged-cell construction due to the TPC
employed.

3) A Dynamic Resource Allocation Is Proposed for Exploit-
ing the Flexibility of Our Network: In the LACO-OFDM aided
UD-VLC network we constructed, we want to attain the maxi-
mum achievable sum-throughput1 of our new resource alloca-
tion strategy. To fully exploit the flexibility of LACO-OFDM,
we aim for allocating different layers to different UEs, where
for each active layer different modulation-modes may be
employed. These decisions are made on the basis of the
prevalent communication conditions and practical constraints.
Hence, an heuristic dynamic resource allocation strategy is
conceived for maximizing the sum-throughput of the UD-VLC
network under a range of practical constraints, such as the
maximum transmit power, the maximum backhaul-rate and the
minimum individual UE rates.

C. Paper Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
UD-VLC system model specifying the VLC propagation,

1Instead of relying on the idealized continuous-input continuous-output
memoryless channel (CCMC) capacity metric, we choose the modulation-
mode-related throughput as our metric, which reflects the practically achiev-
able throughput of the network.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of LACO-OFDM relying on N subcarriers.

physical-layer transmission and network association is pre-
sented in Section II. Both the conventional and our novel MA
schemes are discussed in Section III. Section IV introduces
the dynamic resource allocation proposed for the UD-VLC
network constructed. Our numerical results are discussed in
Section V, whilst our conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

Throughout this paper, we employ calligraphic letters (i.e.,
A) to represent sets, where |A| denotes the size of A, while(
a
b

)
denotes a combination of b items taken from a items.

Furthermore, E(•) and D(•) represent the expectation and
variance, respectively. We let

∑
aaa represent the sum of all

elements in vector aaa, and 000(l×1) indicates an all-zero vector
of length l.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

An indoor environment is considered in our UD-VLC
network, where the APs are densely deployed on the ceil-
ing facing downward and rely on single-color-LED arrays.
We assume that a central controller monitors the entire room
and the UD-VLC is supported by a Wi-Fi uplink (UL) and
VLC downlink (DL).

A. VLC-Based Propagation Modeling

Our VLC propagation model takes into account both the
LoS path and the first-reflection path of visible light. The
power of higher-order reflections accompained by the scat-
tering and diffusion is much weaker, and hence it is neglected
[30]. According to the Lambertian radiation pattern, the LoS
channel gain of UE k fitted with a photo-diode (PD) fac-
ing upwards with a pre-designed field-of-view (FoV), ψFoV ,
which is provided by AP n, can be formulated as [31]:

h
(0)
k,n =

(α+ 1)As

2πD2
k,n

cosα(φ)gof (ψ)goc(ψ) cos(ψ),

0 ≤ ψ ≤ ψFoV , (1)

where α = ln 2/ ln[cos(φ1/2)] is the order of Lambertian
emission, and φ1/2 denotes the semi-angle at half power.
The physical area of a PD-based receiver at UE-end is As,
while Dk,n denotes the Euclidean distance between UE k and
AP n, while φ and ψ represent the angles of irradiance and

of incidence, respectively. Furthermore, gof(ψ) is the gain of
the optical filter and goc(ψ) = �2/ sin2(ψFoV ) is the gain
of the optical concentrator, where � denotes the refractive
index. The channel gain of the first reflected ray is given by:
h

(1)
k,n =

∫
walls dh

(1)
k,n, where [32]

dh
(1)
k,n =

ρ(α+ 1)As

2π2D2
k,rD

2
r,n

dAwall cosα(φ) cos(ω1) cos(ω2)

gof(ψ)goc(ψ) cos(ψ), 0 ≤ ψ ≤ ψFoV . (2)

Note that Dk,r is the Euclidean distance between UE k and the
reflection point, while Dr,n is the Euclidean distance between
the reflection point and AP n. The reflective area is denoted by
dAwall and ρ is the reflection coefficient, while ω1 and ω2 are
the angles of irradiance with respect to the reflection point and
to the UE, respectively. Note that the aggregated channel gain
between UE k and AP n is expressed as: hk,n = h

(0)
k,n + h

(1)
k,n.

B. Physical-Layer Transmission

For the sake of balancing the power vs. spectral efficiency,
LACO-OFDM is invoked in our UD-VLC as the physical-layer
transmission strategy. Fig. 1 demonstrates the operation of
LACO-OFDM. A block of N frequency-domain (FD) samples
is represented by XXX =

[
X0, X1, · · · , XN−1

]
and the source

symbol is denoted by SSS = [S0, S1, · · · , SN−1], which is
the result of the appropriately mapped transmitted bit stream
according to the modulation scheme chosen. Assume that the
transmitted signal is composed of a total of L layers. It can be
observed that the first layer of LACO-OFDM operates exactly
as the conventional ACO-OFDM having N subcarriers, which
can only accommodate N/4 symbols and leaving N/2 unused
subcarriers denoted as [X0, X2, X4, · · · , XN−2]. To efficiently
exploit the spectrum, those unused subcarriers can then be
filled by ACO-OFDM in the second layer, yielding N/8 more
transmitted symbols. The remaining layers obey the same phi-
losophy, resulting in efficient spectrum utilization. Compared
to the traditional ACO-OFDM, the LACO-OFDM associated
with L layers is hence capable of transmitting

∑L
l=2N/2

l+1

more source symbols without adding a DC bias. To provide
beneficial flexibility, the number of active layers may vary
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among the UEs. For each active layer, the modulation mapping
scheme may also be different.

C. Network Association

In UD-VLC network, owing to the densification of APs,
a given UE may be in the vicinity of multiple APs. Although
the channel gain offers a straightforward means of determining
the topology, our network association purely relying on it
would remain inefficient. This is because the UEs located at
the corner or edge of the room are more likely to receive strong
reflections from the walls [33]. However, it is not beneficial
to associate a UE with an AP providing strong reflections
if their Euclidean distance is high. As a further parameter,
the transmission distance may also be considered. Inspired
by Schaeffer [34], the association between a pair of distinct
entities, such as the APs and UEs, allows us to invoke bipartite
graph theory. In order to fully explore the coverage overlap
of APs, a graph-based clustering strategy is proposed for our
association problem in the context of UD-VLC networks.

1) Overlapped Clustering: In order to carry out the associ-
ation relying on the channel conditions and on the propagation
distance, based on graph theory, we build a directed bipartite
graph, Ga = (Va, Ea), where the vertex set is given by Va =
U ∪ A. The UE set U and AP set A hold a total of |U| UEs
and |A| APs, respectively. The edge set Ea = Eue→ap

a ∩Eue←ap
a

accommodates the intersection of the set, Eue→ap
a , holding

edges spanning from the UE-end to the AP-end and the
set, Eue←ap

a , containing edges emerging from the AP-end to
the UE-end. To complete this directed bipartite graph Ga,
we conceive three stages detailed as follows.

(a) Channel-Gain-Guaranteed Matching: In this stage,
the preference of association is based on the channel
gain. If the aggregated channel gain hk,n between AP n
and UE k is larger than a pre-defined quality threshold
Hthr, an edge ek→n is built with a direction from UE-
end to AP-end. Each UE in U fully explores all potential
APs and the resultant edges are held in Eue→ap

a , which
is expressed as:

Eue→ap
a =

{
ek→n : hk,n≥Hthr, ∀k ∈ U , ∀n ∈ A

}
. (3)

This UE-end matching is exemplified in a 6-UEs-8-APs
scenario shown in the Fig. 2(a), where all directed edges
in Eue→ap

a are denoted by solid arrows.
(b) Transmission-Distance-Restricted Matching: In this

stage, we conceive a transmission-distance restriction
as a complementary matching metric. Explicitly, for a
given AP n, an edge ek←n will be constructed with a
direction emerging from AP n to UE k, if the Euclidean
distance between them is below the pre-defined distance
threshold Dthr. Each AP searches through the set of all
the potential UEs and the edges generated in this stage
are held in the set Eue←ap

a as:

Eue←ap
a =

{
ek←n : Dk,n≤Dthr, ∀n ∈ A, ∀k ∈ U

}
. (4)

This AP-end matching is displayed in Fig. 2(b), where
the directed edges in Eue←ap

a are given by hollow arrow
tips.

Fig. 2. An example of the proposed overlapped clustering. (a) UE-end
channel-strength-guaranteed matching (directed edges are represented by solid
arrows); (b) AP-end transmission-distance-restricted matching (directed edges
are given by hollow arrows); (c) Confirmation.

(c) Confirmation: After the above two stages, the topology
ends up with four different types of associations: unidi-
rectional connection from UE-end to AP-end, unidirec-
tional connection from AP-end to UE-end, bidirectional
connection and no connection. By satisfying both the
channel gain and transmission distance criteria, we con-
firm the association between the APs and UEs, pro-
vided that they are connected bidirectionally, as depicted
in Fig. 2(c).

The graph Ga contributes to our overlapping clusters, where
a given AP may have more than one target UE, while a given
UE may be associated with multiple APs, ending up with a
many-to-many matching solution. In the above example, AP
6 has no associated UEs, hence it switches to a “sleep” mode
for energy saving.

2) Complexity Analysis: We assume that the number of
candidate APs providing adequate links for UE k at Stage
(a) is Qk and the number of candidate UEs located within
the maximum tolerance distance from AP n at Stage (b) is
Kn. For the first two stages, the complexity order is given
by O

(∑|U|
k=1Qk

)
and O

(∑|A|
n=1Kn

)
, respectively. During

the last stage, we have to check the possible connections in
the second stage for each possible association between the two
players paired in the first stage. This implies an extra complex-
ity order of

∑|U|
k=1

(
Qk

∑|A|
n=1Kn

)
. Thus, the total complexity

of our proposed overlapping clustering strategy amounts to

O
(
∑|U|

k=1Qk +
∑|A|

n=1Kn +
∑|U|

k=1

(
Qk

∑|A|
n=1Kn

)
)

, which

corresponds to a polynomial order. As a benchmark, we com-
pare it to the optimal clustering solution based on the exhaus-
tive search. Since it is a many-to-many matching problem, for
a given AP q, there are

∑|U|
τ=0

(|U|
τ

)
possible UE association

combinations. For a total of |A| APs, the computational
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complexity order is O
(( |U|∑

τ=0

(|U|
τ

)
)|A|)

. This shows that

the optimal association problem scales exponentially with the
number of APs, which becomes excessive in UD-VLC when
the value of |A| is high. The proposed overlapped clustering is
capable of spectacularly reducing the computation complexity.

III. MULTIPLE ACCESS IN UD-VLC

For each constructed cluster, efficiently organizing the
multi-user access is an intractable problem in the UD-VLC
network. Both the conventional OMA and NOMA are vulner-
able to ICI in the context of UDN, leading to an excessive UE
OP.2 To overcome this problem, we propose a hybrid NOMA
and OMA scheme for the sake of eliminating the ICI and
improving the OP to attain an increased sum-throughput.

A. Conventional NOMA Scheme

Consider a specific cluster Cn, where AP n aims for
supporting |Un| UEs. We assume that the maximum UE-
load of each AP is fixed to Λ. Based on the NOMA prin-
ciple, Kn = min(|Un|,Λ) number of UEs are supported at
different levels of power. Note that if we have |Un| > Λ,
the AP randomly selects one of the UE combinations based
on
(|Un|

Λ

)
, leaving the rest of the UEs unsupported. Without

loss of generality, the selected UEs are sorted3 based on their
channels as |h1,n|2 ≥ |h2,n|2 ≥ · · · ≥ |hKn,n|2, where the
channel gain hk,n between the kth UE and the AP n can be
acquired according to Section II-A. Therefore, the NOMA-
based information xxxn transmitted to all Kn UEs using the
superposition coding technique is expressed as:

xxxn =
Kn∑

k=1

√
Pn,ksn,k, (5)

where sn,k conveys the desired signal of the kth UE in cluster
Cn and its allocated power is Pn,k. At the receiver side,
the observation at the kth UE is:

yn,k = xxxnhk,n + wn,k

=
√
Pn,khk,nsn,k︸ ︷︷ ︸

desired signal of the kth UE

+
Kn∑

q=1
q �=k

√
Pn,qhk,nsn,q

︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra-cell interference

+ wn,k,

(6)

where wn,k represents the sum of both the additive Gaussian
white noise (AWGN) and ICI. In order to decode its own
signal, the kth UE has to decode and subtract the signal
of other UEs having a lower channel gain, based on SIC.
By successfully removing part of the intra-cell interference∑Kn

q=k+1

√
Pn,qhk,nsn,q, the kth UE then decodes its desired

signal. As a result, the residual intra-cell interference, namely

2We define the UE’s OP in our context as the probability of having
unsupported UEs, which may due to various reasons, such as an inadequate
individula rate.

3To avoid misunderstanding, UE k has the same meaning as the kth UE
after sorting process.

∑k−1
q=1

√
Pn,qhk,nsn,q , is treated as noise. Therefore, the SINR

of the kth UE becomes:

γn,k =
|hk,n|2Pn,k

k−1∑

q=1
|hk,n|2Pn,q + σ2 + IIIn,k

, (7)

where we have σ2 = N0 B, N0 is the noise spectrum, and
B is the available bandwidth. The ICI imposed on the kth
UE is IIIn,k =

∑|A|
f=1,f �=n I

[f ]
n,k, which emanates from all other

clusters, except for Cn. Explicitly, if there is no association
between a specific AP in cluster Cf and the kth UE in cluster
Cn, the ICI arriving from Cf is given by I [f ]

n,k = |hk(n),f |2 Pmax,
where hk(n),f is the channel gain between the kth UE in Cn

and the AP in Cf and Pmax represents the maximum transmit
power of Cf , considering the worst-case scenario. Otherwise,
if the kth UE in Cn is also associated with the AP in Cf ,
the ICI is given by I

[f ]
n,k = ξf,k(n)−1

|Uf | |hk(n),f |2 Pmax, where
1 ≤ ξf,k(n) ≤ |Uf | denotes the sorting order of the UE in Cf .
In our NOMA regime, only the residual intra-cell interference
of the cluster Cf imposes ICI on the kth UE in Cn, which
implies that the overlapping nature of the proposed clustering
mitigates the ICI.

B. Hybrid NOMA and OMA Scheme

Apart from the maximum UE-load limitation, the OP of the
conventional NOMA scheme may be further degraded, when
additional practical constraints are also taken into account.
Furthermore, the ICI becomes more severe because of the
dense deployment of APs, which further impairs the perfor-
mance of conventional NOMA. As a remedy, we propose a
hybrid NOMA and OMA scheme, which introduces both the
FR technique and TDMA-based scheduling, combined with
the conventional NOMA scheme. To elaborate, by employing
the FR technique, the ICI can be readily controlled by relying
on the most appropriate selection of the reuse factor �, while
the TDMA-based scheduling is capable of mitigating the UE’s
OP by re-considering the UEs, which were in outage during
the previous time slots.

1) Graph-Coloring Based FR: Again, to cope with the ICI,
the classic FR technique is invoked, where the entire spectrum
is partitioned into � frequency-resource blocks (FRBs) and
allocated to each cluster so that the ICI can be eliminated by
ensuring that adjacent APs do not share the same spectrum.
Bandwidth partitioning inevitably imposes a sum-throughput
reduction. Hence, there is a trade-off between the achievable
throughput and the ICI-mitigation. To identify the best fre-
quency reuse pattern, we propose a graph-coloring based FRB
allocation strategy, followed by graph building, sorting and
coloring stages.

We say that zn,f = 1 represents that two clus-
ters Cn and Cf are overlapped, if their associated UEs
are partially or entirely duplicated, which is indicated
by:

zn,f =

⎧
⎨

⎩

1,
∑

k∈U xn,kxf,k > 0;

0,
∑

k∈U xn,kxf,k = 0.
(8)
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Fig. 3. Graph coloring based FRB allocation example using � = 3, according
to Fig. 2.

The index of xn,k = 1 indicates that UE k is associated with
Cn, otherwise it is xn,k = 0. Consider the association scenario
of Fig. 2 as an example. A graph, Gc = (Vc, Ec), is constructed,
where Vc is the vertex set containing all the clusters and the
edge set Ec holding the relationship between any two vertices.
An edge is constructed between any two vertices if zn,f = 1
as indicated by the solid lines shown in Fig. 3. Additionally,
when the ICI between the non-overlapping clusters is higher
than the threshold Ithr, the edges are added as indicated by the
dashed lines in Fig. 3.

All vertices are then sorted according to their degrees
in descending order as: deg(v7) ≥ deg(v2) ≥ deg(v4) ≥
deg(v5) ≥ deg(v8) ≥ deg(v3) ≥ deg(v1) ≥ deg(v6), where
the degree of a vertex is defined by the number of edges it
connects with. In the ensuing coloring stage, the first � vertices
having the highest degree are colored first, and the remaining
vertices are assigned a random color, which is different from
that of their adjacent vertices. Note that if � is not high enough,
it may happen that two adjacent vertices are assigned the same
color, yielding ICI.

2) TDMA-Based Scheduling: If the reuse factor is insuf-
ficiently high, ICI still exists, leading to excessive OP. The
TDMA-based scheduling is therefore invoked within each
cluster for reducing the UE’s OP with the aid of time domain
iterations. To be specific, it consists of two stages: round-robin
scheduling and time-resource allocation, which is presented in
Algorithm 1. To proceed, the sets U�

n and U∅

n are employed
to hold the identity of the served UEs and of the unsupported
UEs of cluster Cn, respectively, where set U�

n is updated in
every iteration. During the gth iteration, the UEs supported
are saved in the active-UE group U�

n,g.
To start with, the AP in cluster Cn intends to randomly

support Kn,1 = min(|Un|,Λ) number of UEs following the
conventional NOMA principle. The successfully served UEs4

are then held in U�
n,1 as well as in U�

n . Note that if we
have |Un| < Λ and U�

n,1 = Un, which means that the AP
is able to serve all its associated UEs at the same time, then
cluster Cn does not need the scheduling process. Otherwise,
when we arrive at U�

n �= Un, those unsupported UEs are re-
considered in the following iterations. The set U�

n is expanded
step-by-step, when more UEs can be supported, until we

4Note that the decision of whether a given UE is served or not will be
discussed in Section IV, which implies that at each iteration, it may arrive at
|U�

n,g| ≤ Kn,g .

Algorithm 1 TDMA-Based Scheduling

Input: The cluster Cn = {An,Un} and its channel matrix Hn
Stage I: Scheduling
1: Initialisation: U�

n = ∅, g = 0, |U�
n,g| = +∞.

2: while U�
n �= Un & |U�

n,g| �= 0 do
3: g = g + 1;
4: AP n in cluster Cn attempts to support a number

of

{
min(|Un|,Λ), g = 1;
min(|Un| −

∑g−1
e=1 |U�

n,e|, Λ), g > 1, UEs in

NOMA fashion;
5: The successfully served UEs at this iteration are held in

set U�
n,g;

6: U�
n = U�

n ∪ U�
n,g;

7: end while
8: U∅

n = Un \ U�
n , flag = g;

Stage II: Time-Resource Allocation
9: if |U�

n,flag| �= 0 then
10: for g = 1 → flag do

11: tg =
|U�

n,g|
|Un| × T ;

12: end for
13: else
14: for g = 1 → flag − 1 do

15: tg =
( |U�

n,g|
|Un| +

|U∅

n |×|U�
n,g|

|Un|×|U�
n |

)
× T ;

16: end for
17: end if

reach U�
n = Un. If we end up with U�

n,g = ∅, the scheduling
process is suspended and the remaining unsupported UEs are
classified as being in outage, since the AP cannot afford to
support them.

For the second stage, we assume that the total time duration
available for each cluster is T and that each UE is assigned
an equal amount of time resource T/|Un|. After completing
Stage I, if it arrives at |U�

n,flag| �= 0, which implies that all UEs
in Un can be supported, then the time resource tg allocated to
the gth group is proportional to the number of its served UEs,
which is equal to T |U�

n,g|/|Un|. Otherwise, the time resource
of those unsupported UEs T |U∅

n |/|Un| is proportionally re-
allocated to each active UE group according to |U�

n,g|. To this
end, each scheduled UE in cluster Cn can find its group with
respect to the transmission time.

Remark 1: The computational complexity of Algorithm 1
is jointly determined by the number of iterations and by the
complexity of each iteration. Upon considering the worst-case
scenario, we have |U�

n,g| = 1, g = 1, · · · , |Un|. Therefore,
the complexity of the algorithm can be upper-bounded by
O
(∑|Un|

g=1 ζg + |Un|
)

, where ζg denotes the complexity of the
resource allocation strategy, as we will discuss in Section IV.

IV. DYNAMIC RESOURCE ALLOCATION METHODOLOGY

During the sum-throughput maximization, the decision of
whether to support a given UE or not associated with our
efficient resource allocation plays a significant role in our
UD-VLC network. Explicitly, we focus our attention on the
modulation-mode assignment for each UE supported, as well
as on the power allocation for each active AP. Since the
high-flexibility LACO-OFDM scheme is employed, this allows
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the UE to select different numbers of active layers and also
allows each active layer to be assigned various modulation-
modes. However, this inevitably increases the complexity.
Note that these decisions depend not only on the UE’s own
received signal strength, but also on that of the other UEs
in the light of the MA mechanism invoked, hence leading
to a complex multi-user-dependent and multi-layer-dependent
maximization problem. Furthermore, in practical UD-VLC
networks, the APs have a limited transmit power and limited
backhaul rate, which may be the bottleneck of the system’s
performance. Additionally, it is important to guarantee a
minimum rate for each UE in order to offer some degrees
of fairness. Hence, in this section, this challenging throughput
maximization problem is formulated under practical consider-
ations and is then solved by our proposed dynamic resource
allocation strategy.

A. Problem Formulation

The available modulation-modes are stored in set M, where
mode m is a square QAM with the constellation size of 22m.
To fulfill the target BER, we also assume each active layer
has to meet the same target BER5 and thus the relationship
between the BER and the SINR γ

[m]
n,k,l required for the lth layer

of UE k in Cn employing modulation-mode m is indicated
as [35]:

BER =
2m − 1
m2m

erfc

⎛

⎝

√
3γ[m]

n,k,l

2(22m − 1)

⎞

⎠. (9)

Recalling (7), the transmit power required by layer l for the
modulation-mode m of UE k is:

p
[m]
n,k,l =

γ
[m]
n,k,lβl

( k−1∑

j=1

Pn,j |hk,n|2 + σ2 + IIIn,k

)

|hk,n|2
, (10)

where βl = Nl/N is the ratio of the number of active
subcarriers in the lth layer to the total number of subcarriers.
Based on [15], the power of UE k having L layers is calculated
as:

Pn,k = E
[
SSS2

k

]
= D

[
SSSk

]
+ E

[
SSSk

]2

=
L∑

l=1

D
[
SSSk,l

]
+
( L∑

l=1

E
[
SSSk,l

]
)2

=
π − 1
π

L∑

l=1

p
[mk,l]
n,k,l +

1
π

( L∑

l=1

√
p
[mk,l]
n,k,l

)2

. (11)

Equations (10) and (11) imply that the power required by UE
k is related not only to the modulation-mode assignment and
to the power allocation of each layer itself, but also affected
by the residual intra-cell interference in the same cluster and
the ICI arriving from other clusters. When further consid-
ering the practical constraints, the interdependence between

5In this contribution, the impairment of the ILI in LACO-OFDM is negli-
gible. According to [15], the BER curves of different layer in LACO-OFDM
converge to that of the first layer, when BER is below 10−4, which
implies that the ILI imposes no more impairment on the performance of
LACO-OFDM.

the modulation-mode assignment and the power allocated to
each layer of each UE becomes prohibitively complicated.
Mathematically, it is formulated for the cluster n as:

max
M∗

n,P∗
n

|Un|∑

k=1

L∑

l=1

|M|∑

m=1

r
[m]
k,l y

[m]
k,l (12a)

s.t.
|M|∑

m=1

y
[m]
k,l = {0, 1}, y

[m]
k,l ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k, ∀l, ∀m; (12b)

L∑

l=1

|M|∑

m=1

r
[m]
k,l y

[m]
k,l ≥ Rk,min, ∀k; (12c)

|Un|∑

k=1

L∑

l=1

|M|∑

m=1

r
[m]
k,l y

[m]
k,l ≤ Rmax; (12d)

|Un|∑

k=1

Pn,k ≤ Pmax. (12e)

Notation r[m]
k,l represents the lth layer’s achievable throughput

for UE k using modulation-mode m. The binary indica-
tor y[m]

k,l is employed for determining the modulation-mode
assignment:

y
[m]
k,l

=

{
1, mode m is assigned to the lth layer of UE k,

0, mode m is not assigned to the lth layer of UE k.

(13)

Note that if we arrive at y[m]
k,l = 0, ∀m, the lth layer is

not activated for UE k. Given y
[m]
k,l = 0, ∀m, ∀l, the UE k

is not supported during the current time slot. The feasible
modulation-mode assignment and power allocation obtained
for every layer of every UE in cluster Cn is held in the sets
M∗

n and P∗n, respectively.
To elaborate, constraint (12b) indicates that the UEs are

able to adaptively select the layers for their transmission.
For the sake of power efficiency, it is not necessary to
ensure that the lth layer is utilized only if the (l − 1)st
layer is activated. Constraint (12c) indicates the minimum
transmission rate Rk,min required by UE k, while (12d)
expresses that the total affordable transmission rate should
not exceed the backhaul allowance of Rmax. The trans-
mit power constraint is presented in (12e), where the total
power required should not exceed the maximum transmit
power Pmax.

It can be concluded that the problem in (12) is an interde-
pendent mixed binary integer non-convex problem. It involves
both binary modulation-mode-related variables y[m]

k,l and con-

tinuous power-allocation-related variables p[m]
n,k,l. In general,

the problem is hard to tackle by popular tools. For the sake
of tractability, we transfer the original problem to a 2-tier
connected maximization problem, where the 1st-tier focuses
on the specific modulation-mode assignment for each layer of
a given UE, while the 2nd-tier deals with the power allocation
for each considered UE. To be more specific, the 1st-tier
takes into account the constraints (12c) and (12d), which
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Fig. 4. The schematic diagram of multi-choice knapsack problem and its adaptive model for our two tiers maximization problem. Note that, in sub-figure (b),
the mode 0 and its associated profit and cost are virtual, which means that the layer will not be assigned a specific modulation-mode if mode 0 is assigned
to it, so that no profit contribution and no cost is associated with this layer. The same as the scheme 0 in sub-figure (c).

aims for finding all the potential rate-satisfied modulation-
mode assignments for each layer of each UE, while ignoring
the power constraint. Feasible solutions of the 1st-tier will
then be further considered by the 2nd-tier, which aims for
finding the power allocation solutions for multiple UEs in a
specific clusters. To this end, the sum-throughput is maximized
under the feasible modulation-mode assignment and power
allocation.

B. 1st-Tier Single-UE Modulation-Mode Assignment

The main task of the 1st-tier is modeled by a multi-
choice knapsack problem, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Specifically,
by considering the modulation-mode assignment of each layer
of a given UE, the rate-requirement can be readily satisfied.
Due to the NP-hard nature of the knapsack problem, we invoke
dynamic programming for solving it in a layer-recursive
manner, which implies that the modulation-mode decision of
the lth layer is based on the modulation-mode assigned to the
(l − 1)st layer [36].

1) Sub-Problem Formulation: To explore the modulation-
mode assignment, the problem of guaranteeing the
transmission-quality of UE k is formulated as:

max
Mn,k

L∑

l=1

|M|∑

m=1

r
[m]
k,l y

[m]
k,l (14a)

s.t.
|M|∑

m=1

y
[m]
k,l ∈ {0, 1}, y

[m]
k,l ∈ {0, 1}, ∀l, ∀m; (14b)

L∑

l=1

|M|∑

m=1

r
[m]
k,l y

[m]
k,l ≥ Rk,min; (14c)

L∑

l=1

|M|∑

m=1

r
[m]
k,l y

[m]
k,l ≤ Rmax. (14d)

It can be found that the 1st-tier is focussed on each individual
UE by exploring its potential modulation-mode assignment for
each layer.

2) Methodology: To solve this problem, we commence by
discretizing the maximum throughput allowance Rmax into J
levels, while the maximum rate constraint is then assigned to
one of the levels, given by

{
Rj = jRmax/J : j = 1, · · · , J

}
.

Accordingly, the task of the lth layer-recursion is to obtain
the maximized sum-throughput of UE k by searching for the
best modulation-mode combinations commencing from layer
1 to l, under all the J rate-constraint levels, as shown in Fig. 5.

Considering a specific rate constraint Rj during the lth
layer-recursion, the maximum achievable sum-throughput
Tk,l(Rj) of UE k is obtained with the aid of the results of
the (l − 1)st layer-recursion, which is:

Tk,l(Rj) = max
m

{
Tk,l−1

(⌊
Rj − r

[m]
k,l

⌋)
+ r

[m]
k,l

}

s.t. Rj − r
[m]
k,l ≥ 0, ∀m ∈ M, (15)

where we invoke the floor-operator �• to obtain a rounded

value corresponding to the nearest lower level of
(
Rj −r[m]

k,l

)
,

since the value of
(
Rj − r

[m]
k,l

)
is not equal to any of the rate

constraint levels. After considering all available modulation-
modes for the lth layer, if we still cannot satisfy the condition
in (15), we conclude that Tk,l(Rj) = 0, since no solution was
found for UE k to afford a total of l layers under the constraint
Rj . Otherwise, the legitimate modulation-mode of the lth layer
of UE k under the rate constraint Rj is stored and denoted
by m[j]

k,l. Therefore, the modulation-mode assignment mmm1st,[j]
k,l

for UE k having a total of l layers under rate constraint Rj

can be collected by combining m[j]
k,l and its counterparts in the

previously considered (l− 1) layers, which are obtained from
one of the combinations during the (l − 1)st layer-recursion.
We assume that the modulation-mode combinations of the
previous (l − 1) layers have already been held in the matrix
MMM1st

k,l−1 ∈ R
[(l−1)×J] formulated as:

MMM 1st
k,l−1 =

[
mmm

1st,[1]
k,l−1; mmm

1st,[2]
k,l−1; · · · ; mmm1st,[J]

k,l−1

]
, (16)

By solving (15), the modulation-mode decision of the lth layer
m

[j]
k,l associated with the decisions concerning the previous
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Fig. 5. The flow diagram of the dynamic-programming-based
lth layer-recursion.

(l − 1) layers mmm
1st,[j∗]
k,l−1 has been obtained. The two parts

together meet the condition indicated in (15). The modulation-
mode assignment mmm1st,[j]

k,l of all l layers under the constraint
Rj is therefore expressed as:

mmm
1st,[j]
k,l =

[
mmm

1st,[j∗]
k,l−1 , m

[j]
k,l

]

s.t. Tk,l−1(Rj∗) ≥ Tk,l−1(Rj′ ),

∀ j′, j∗ ∈ {1, · · · , j}; rm
[j]
k,l

k,l

+Tk,l−1(Rj∗) ≤ Rj . (17)

If we arrive at Tk,l(Rj) = 0, the modulation-mode vector
mmm

1st,[j]
k,l is assigned an all-zero vector 000(l×1). The matrix MMM1st

k,l

can be fully constructed during the lth layer-recursion upon
increasing the rate constraint level for approaching RJ . Note
that the layer-recursion based sum-throughput maximization
as well as of the modulation-mode assignment for UE k is
summarized in Fig. 5.

3) Results: When all L layers of UE k have been considered
by obeying the aforementioned operations, the candidate sum-
throughput set, Tn,k, for UE k as well as the corresponding
modulation-mode assignment set Mn,k of the 1st-tier problem

is obtained as:

Tn,k =
{
Tk,l(Rj) : j = 1, · · · , J, l = 1, · · · , L, k ∈ Un

}
;

Mn,k =
{
MMM 1st

k,l : l = 1, · · · , L, k ∈ Un

}
. (18)

Due to the minimum rate Rk,min required by UE k as shown
in (14c), the items in Tn,k which are lower than Rk,min

have to be removed to create the corresponding modulation-
modes in the set Mn,k. The number of remaining throughput
items satisfying the rate constraint for UE k is given by Δk,
where Δk ≤ (J × L). Therefore, the set Tn,k is reassigned
to T r

n,k holding the remaining throughput solutions of UE

k in the 1st-tier as: T r
n,k =

{
Tr

n,k,1,T
r
n,k,2, · · · ,Tr

n,k,Δk

}
,

along with the updated modulation-mode scheme set Mr
n,k ={

mr
n,k,1,m

r
n,k,2, · · · ,mr

n,k,Δk

}
. Note that the variables Tr

n,k,δ

and mr
n,k,δ represent the δth candidate throughput and

modulation-mode arrangement for UE k, respectively. Hence
the modulation-mode assignment for UE k has been success-
fully explored. The same procedure is applied to all UEs and
then the results acquired are delivered to the 2nd-tier.

C. 2nd-Tier Multi-UEs Power Allocation

As indicated in Fig. 4(c), the 2nd-tier can also be modeled as
a multi-choice knapsack problem, where a total of Δk schemes
are obtained for UE k from the 1st-tier. Again, the dynamic-
programming based allocation strategy is invoked in a recur-
sive UE-specific manner, where the resource allocation of the
kth UE is based on the resources allocated to the (k − 1)st
UE, working similar to the layer-recursion in Fig. 5.

1) Sub-Problem Formulation: For simplifying our notation,
we assume that in cluster Cn, a total of |Un| < Λ UEs
are associated with AP n. In the proposed hybrid NOMA
and OMA scheme, if we have U�

n �= Un and |U�
n,g| �= 0,

the corresponding UEs will be re-scheduled in later itera-
tions, as indicated by Algorithm 1, whilst using the same
maximization methodology. Both the conventional NOMA and
the proposed schemes are discussed jointly in the following,
where we focus our attention on the first iteration of the
proposed scheme. Armed with the results of the 1st-tier,
the maximization problem of the 2nd-tier for cluster Cn is
formulated as:

max
U�

n ,Mn,Pn

|Un|∑

k=1

Δk∑

δ=1

Tr
k,δv

[δ]
n,k (19a)

s.t.
Δk∑

δ=1

v
[δ]
n,k ∈ {0, 1} : v

[δ]
n,k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀δ, ∀k; (19b)

|Un|∑

k=1

( Δk∑

δ=1

v
[δ]
n,k

)
Pn,k ≤ Pmax; (19c)

|Un|∑

k=1

Δk∑

δ=1

Tr
k,δv

[δ]
n,k ≤ Rmax, (19d)

where the binary indicator v[δ]
n,k = 1 if UE k is supported

using the modulation-mode combination mr
n,k,δ in the set

Mr
n,k, otherwise, it is zero. For notational convenience, P [δk]

n,k
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is utilized to represent
(∑Δk

δ=1 v
[δ]
n,k

)
Pn,k, which quantifies

the transmit power required for UE k, when the modulation-
mode combination mr

n,k,δ is applied. Note that if we have
∑Δk

δ=1 v
[δ]
n,k = 0, none of the modulation-mode combinations

is applied to UE k, hence UE k is in outage upon using
the conventional NOMA transmission scheme, but it is re-
considered in the hybrid NOMA and OMA transmission.
As a result, the actually served UEs associated with their
most appropriate modulation-mode assignment as well as the
allocated power satisfying constraints (19c) and (19d) are held
in the sets U�

n , Mn and Pn.
2) Methodology: During the kth UE-recursion, all the Δk

modulation-modes of UE k are considered for determining
whether UE k can or cannot be adequately served, according
to the result of the (k − 1)st UE-recursion. To proceed,
we discretize the maximum transmit power constraint Pmax

in (19c) into I levels, so that the resultant maximum transmit
power allowance can be expressed as {pi = iPmax/I : i =
1, 2. · · · , I}. Thus, the objective of the kth UE-recursion is
to explore the maximized sum-throughput of a total of k
UEs relying on our modulation-mode assignment and power
allocation for each of them under all the I power constraint
levels. According to (10) and (11), the required transmit power
of UE k can be only determined if the power of the preceeding
UEs having a higher channel gain than UE k, have already
been found. Therefore, to ensure that the required sum-power
of a total of k UEs does not exceed a specific power constraint
pi during the kth UE-recursion, the sum-throughput Sn,k(pi)
of all k UEs is attained based on the result of the (k − 1)st
recursion as:

Sn,k(pi) = max
δ,j

{
Sn,k−1(pj) + Tr

n,k,δ

}

s.t.
∑

PPP
[j]
n,k−1+P [δk]

n,k |jk−1≤pi, j ∈ {1, · · · , i},
δ ∈ {1, · · · ,Δk}, (20)

where the vector PPP [j]
n,k−1 ∈ R

[(k−1)×1] holds the power
required for a total of (k−1) UEs under the maximum transmit
power constraint pj , which is one of the results of the (k−1)st
UE-recursion. Furthermore, P [δk]

n,k |jk−1 denotes the required
transmit power of UE k, whose modulation-mode assignment
is decided by the mr

n,k,δ , while the intra-cell interference

imposed is PPP [j]
n,k−1.

Note that after attempting every possible combinations for
UE k, if there is still no feasible solution for AP n to afford
all the k UEs under the power constraint pi satisfying (20),
then we have Sn,k(pi) = 0. Otherwise, the maximized sum-
throughput is acquired as Sn,k(pi) = Sn,k−1(pi∗) + Tr

n,k,δ
(i)
k

.

Correspondingly, to explore the modulation-mode assignment
and power allocation, we assume that the modulation-mode
assignment result of the (k − 1)st UE-recursion is already
stored in MMM2nd

n,k−1 as:

MMM 2nd
n,k−1 =

[
mmm

2nd,[1]
n,k−1; mmm

2nd,[2]
n,k−1; · · · ; mmm2nd,[I]

n,k−1

]
, (21)

where we have

mmm
2nd,[i]
n,k−1 =

[
mr

n,1,δ
(i)
1
, mr

n,2,δ
(i)
2
, · · · mr

n,k−1,δ
(i)
k−1

]
. (22)

The candidate combinations in MMM2nd
n,k−1 containing the

modulation-mode assignment for each layer of each of the
(k − 1) UEs considered satisfy both the individual rate and
power constraint. Accordingly, the power allocation result of
the (k− 1)st UE recursion is contained by the matrix PPPn,k−1

formulated as:

PPPn,k−1 =
[
PPP

[1]
n,k−1; PPP

[2]
n,k−1; · · · ; PPP [I]

n,k−1

]
. (23)

For the kth UE-recursion carried out under a specific power
constraint pi, if the legitimate modulation-mode combination
mr

n,k,δ
(i)
k

is obtained by solving (20), the modulation-mode

assignment for all k UEs under the constraint pi is formulated
as:

mmm
2nd,[i]
n,k =

[
mmm

2nd,[i∗]
n,k−1 , mr

n,k,δ
(i)
k

]

s.t. Sn,k−1(pi∗) ≥ Sn,k−1(pi′),
∀i∗, i′ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , i};
∑

PPP i∗
n,k−1 + P

[δ
(i)
k ]

n,k |i∗k−1 ≤ pi. (24)

After determining mr
n,k,δ

(i)
k

for UE k during the kth recursion

under the power limitation pi, the required transmit power of
the k UEs is collected as:

PPP
[i]
n,k =

[
PPP

[i∗]
n,k−1, P

[δ
(i)
k ]

n,k |i∗k−1

]
. (25)

In the same manner, the kth recursion is completed, when i
approaches I .

3) Solutions: After considering all |Un| UEs in the clus-
ter Cn following the aforementioned procedure, we obtain
the candidate sum-throughput set Sn associated with the
modulation-mode assignment combination set Mn and the
power allocation strategy set Pn for cluster Cn as:

Sn =
{

Sn,k(pi) : i = 1, · · · , I, k ∈ Un

}
; (26a)

Mn =
{
MMM2nd

n,k : k ∈ Un

}
; (26b)

Pn =
{
PPPn,k : k ∈ Un

}
. (26c)

As a reminder, the specific values in Sn exceeding the
backhaul-rate constraint Rmax in (19d) have to be removed.
The resultant sum-throughput values are held in the set Sr&p

n ={
Sr&p

n,1 , · · · , S
r&p
n,χn

}
. Accordingly, the items failing to satisfy

the backhaul-rate are also removed from the set Mn and Pn,
respectively, ultimately resulting in the feasible modulation-
mode assignment set M∗

n and the transmit power allocation
set P∗n. Therefore, the solutions we obtained satisfy all the
constraints of the original problem. Under the principle of
sum-throughput maximization, the solution Sr&p

n,ε∗ is obtained
from the set Sr&p

n associated with the ε∗th modulation-mode
assignment obtained from M∗

n and the ε∗th power allocation
strategy suggested by P∗n. It is worth mentioning that the sum-
throughout Sr&p

n,ε∗ is contributed to by |U�
n | number of UEs,

which may be less than |Un|. Those currently unsupported
UEs will be re-considered according to Algorithm 1. Note
that after completing all the maximization processes for the
current cluster, the sum-throughput values obtained for each
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TABLE I

LIST OF PARAMETERS

group are further combined with their associated time duration
tg , obtained based on Algorithm 1, to realize the achievable
throughput within T duration.

D. Complexity Analysis

The optimal resource allocation can be found by exhaustive
search, which has an excessive complexity on the order of
O
(
(|M| + 1)L|U|). It is hence unrealistic to implement in the

UD-VLC due to having a large |U|. By contrast, the complex-
ity order of the modulation-mode assignment during the 1st-
tier of our proposed strategy is O(JL|M|) for each UE, while
the complexity order of the power allocation in the 2nd-tier is

O
(
I max

k∈Un

Δk

)
. Therefore, the computational complexity of

the proposed algorithm is significantly reduced to a polynomi-
ally increasing order compared to the exponentially increasing
order of the optimal exhaustive search.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we characterize our hybrid NOMA and
OMA schemes in comparison to the conventional TDMA
and NOMA arrangements. The modulation-mode-related sum-
throughput is maximized with the aid of the proposed dynamic
resource allocation strategy, where each UE can dynamically
select upto four layers for LACO-OFDM. The modulation-
modes available in the set M for each layer are BPSK,
4-QAM, 16-QAM, 64-QAM and 256-QAM. Our results are
averaged over hundreds independent UE distributions. The
rest of the simulation-related parameters are summarized in
Table I.

Fig. 6. Achievable rate distribution of a total of |U| = 40 UEs randomly
located in the indoor environment supported by our UD-VLC network using
four different MA schemes under FoV = 100◦ , where the UEs in outage are
marked with solid circles.

Let us first consider the achievable rate of multiple UEs
in a single distribution. Figure 6 shows the modulation-mode-
related rates both in the context of conventional TDMA and of
NOMA as well as of the proposed hybrid NOMA and OMA
scheme. Note that the left sub-figure of Fig. 6(b) has a reuse
factor of � = 1, while the right sub-figure has � = 2. It can
be found from Fig. 6 that the conventional TDMA scheme
has the lowest performance in this ultra-dense scenario. The
conventional NOMA scheme provides much higher rate for
its UEs, as a benefit of its improved spectral and time
efficiency, albeit at a cost of an increased UE OP (displayed
by solid circles), especially for the corner/neighboring-UEs.
The proposed hybrid NOMA and OMA scheme with � = 1 is
capable of increasing the number of UEs supported, although
at a slightly reduced rate. When the FR is adopted, the number
of UEs supported is significantly increased in conjunction
with a more fair rate distribution. Let us now investigate the
performance of the proposed scheme at various reuse factors,
FoVs, UE densities and maximum loads.

A. Effects of Reuse Factor

The value of the reuse factor � has a profound impact
on both the sum-throughput as well as on ICI elimination.
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Fig. 7. Effects of various reuse factors on the throughput (TP) and OP based
on our hybrid NOMA and OMA system compared under different FoVs,
where a total of |U| = 25 UEs have to be supported using the parameters of
Table I.

Based on the proposed graph-coloring aided FR technique,
we investigate the effect of various reuse factors on the
system’s performance. To be specific, as shown in Fig. 7,
a high reuse factor has a low UE outage as a benefit of the
reduced ICI, albeit at a reduced sum-throughput. Furthermore,
we observe that for a moderate FoV, further increasing the
reuse factor results in a substantial sum-throughput reduction,
even though the improvement of the UE outage is not so
prominent. Since the ICI is not so strong, it is futile to employ
a high reuse factor. By contrast, when the system suffers from
serious ICI due to large FoVs, moderately increasing the reuse
factor strikes a trade-off between a high sum-throughput and
a low OP.

B. Effects of FoV

Let us now investigate the effects of various FoVs on the
performance of our UD-VLC network, where the reuse factor
of � = 3 is adopted. Note that when � = 1, no FR is invoked in
our proposed scheme. Observe in the left subfigure of Fig. 8(a)
that the sum-throughput of TDMA is reduced upon increasing
the FoV, hence TDMA almost completely fails in a high FoV
scenario. The sum-throughput achieved by the conventional
NOMA scheme is initially slightly increased, but then sharply
decays upon increasing the FoV. Furthermore, we observe that
for FoV ≤ 100◦ the sum-throughput of the hybrid NOMA
and OMA scheme associated with � = 3 is improved upon
increasing the FoV, but remains lower than that of the hybrid
NOMA and OMA scheme using � = 1 due to the spectrum
partitioning. However, this observation is reversed for FoV ≥
110◦, which indicates that as a benefit of the FR technique,
the proposed scheme becomes capable of mitigating the hostile
ICI. Furthermore, compared to the throughput achieved by the
one-to-many association, as shown in the right subfigure of
Fig. 8(a), there is a consistent throughput gain for the system
relying on the many-to-many association, which is an explicit
benefit of its overlapped clusters.

Fig. 8. Achievable sum-throughput and OP of different MA schemes for
various FoVs, where |U| = 25 UEs have to be served using the parameters
of Table I.

To explore further, the left subfigure of Fig. 8(b) presents
the OP for the same range of FoVs, relying on the pro-
posed many-to-many association. The OP of the conventional
NOMA aided UD-VLC is better than that of the TDMA.
As a benefit of TDMA-based scheduling, the proposed hybrid
NOMA and OMA scheme using � = 1 mitigates the OP,
whilst its sum-throughput approaches that of the conventional
NOMA scheme. However, the OPs of these schemes remain
unsatisfactory. Remarkably, we observe that the OP of the
hybrid NOMA and OMA scheme using � = 3 remains much
lower than that of the other three schemes even in large-
FoV-scenarios, which is an explicit benefit of our interference
management technique. Since the UE can only be served
by a single AP in one-to-many association, as expected, the
OP of the UD-VLC relying on the one-to-many association
is higher than that of the system relying on the many-to-
many association under various FoVs. In the light of the
above observations, we suggest that purely relying on the
conventional TDMA or NOMA schemes fails to provide a
good service in UD-VLC networks. The proposed hybrid
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Fig. 9. Sum-throughput and OP vs. the number of UEs at FoV = 85◦ .

NOMA and OMA scheme with many-to-many association
using � = 1 is powerful in moderate-ICI environments, while
by further adopting the FR technique, the proposed scheme
performs well in ICI-contaminated scenarios.

C. Effect of UE Density

It is also interesting to explore the capacity of the
UD-VLC networks. In this section, we observe the perfor-
mance of the LACO-OFDM aided UD-VLC for various UE
densities at FoV = 85◦. As seen in Fig. 9(a), upon increasing
the number of UEs |U|, both the conventional NOMA and the
proposed scheme using � = 1 and 2, respectively, achieve an
successively increased sum-throughput, while TDMA achieves
a much lower throughput. Furthermore, by invoking NOMA
in the LACO-OFDM aided UD-VLC network constructed,
its throughput is much higher than that of the ACO/DCO-
OFDM aided VLC relying on the multi-AP-multi-UE cluster-
ing of [37]. Moreover, due to the employment of TPC in [37],
the number of UEs served is limited to the number of APs,
as evidenced by Fig. 9(a), where the dashed lines are curtailed
at |U| = |A|. By contrast, this is not the case for our proposed

Fig. 10. Achievable sum-throughput and OP as a function of maximum
load Λ, investigated in the context of conventional NOMA and hybrid NOMA
and OMA schemes with and without FR schemes, compared to the ideal load
scenario (denoted by dash lines), where a total of |U| = 40 UEs are aimed
to be supported in the system under FoV = 100◦ .

network. Additionally, the OP of the proposed scheme using
� = 1 or 2 shown in Fig. 9(b) is better, regardless of the UE
density. Note that the OP improvement is more remarkable,
when the FR technique is invoked, albeit at the cost of a sum-
throughput reduction.

D. Effects of UE-Load Restrictions

It is worth mentioning that the above simulation results
were obtained under loose UE-load considerations. Since the
UE-load restriction has an impact both on the complexity and
stability of the transceiver design, we now take into account
the effects of various UE-load restrictions imposed on both
the conventional NOMA and on the proposed hybrid NOMA
and OMA schemes. As seen in Fig. 10, compared to the ideal
load scenario (displayed by dash lines), there is a throughput
loss for all three schemes under a load constraint, and the OPs
are also deteriorated. It implies that the performance erosion
of the conventional NOMA is imposed by the load constraint.
By contrast, for the proposed scheme operating both with and
without FR, the OPs remains nearly unaffected, but there is a
throughput loss owing to the resource-partitioning.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A compelling system architecture was designed for
LACO-OFDM aided UD-VLC networks. An overlapped clus-
tering strategy based on many-to-many association has been
proposed for LACO-OFDM, which offered beneficial through-
put gains in ICI-contaminated scenarios. With the aid of the
proposed dynamic resource allocation algorithm, each AP
becomes capable of allocating different transmit power, whilst
each UE dynamically exploits its set of legitimate modulation-
modes as well as the number of activated subcarriers, fully
harnessing the flexibility of LACO-OFDM at the system-level.
In pursuit of a further enhanced performance, a hybrid NOMA
and OMA scheme has been proposed, which outperforms
the conventional TDMA and NOMA schemes in terms of
both its sum-throughput and OP. Our simulation results also
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demonstrated that the proposed scheme performs even better
than the ACO/DCO-OFDM aided VLC network relying on
TPC for multi-AP-multi-UE transmission and has no hard
limitation on the UE capacity.
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